Month End Close Enhancements

Month End Processing is easier than ever with the new Month End Close Portal. Closing out the month is more straightforward thanks to these features:

Streamlined Month End Processing
Increase efficiency and accuracy by viewing all your summaries, and their applicable validation checks, in one spot. Month End Checks is also available throughout the month, providing the ability to view and address data issues when they occur, minimizing the work load at month end close.

Enhanced Corporate Oversight
Increase visibility at an enterprise level. See all of your facilities, and their respective billing period statuses, in one display.
**At-a-Glance Status Issue Identification**
Immediately identify the categories where data issues may exist, minimizing the time needed to investigate where problems may reside.

---

**Quick Access to Residents**
Click on the ‘down’ arrow, and instantly you are provided a list of residents with data issues, saving you time.

---

To learn more about the Canadian Billing enhancements, contact your Account Manager.